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Product Description 
============= 
During busy times in clubs, concerts, venues and events, hosts and hostesses may have a difficult time 
remembering who they have and have not greeted. The purpose of the Greeting Advisor HUD is to assist 
them in performing this duty. The HUD keeps track of who is currently present and whether or not the 
HUD owner has chatted a greeting key word or phrase to them. At any time, the HUD owner can ask the 
HUD for a list of currently present avatars that have or have not been greeted. This enables the 
host/hostess to easily keep track of who they have and have not greeted while allowing them to send 
personalized greetings rather than automatically issuing a canned greeting to new arrivals. 
 
The “Plus” version can also be used to give items to avatars. Drop one or more items into the HUD's 
Contents. They can be any type of item (e.g. notecards, landmarks, objects, textures, etc.). You must 
have copy and transfer permissions, however the items can have any next owner permissions. Select the 
"Give to Greeted", "Give to Not Greeted", or :"Give to All" button to give the items to the selected list of 
avatars. If there are a lot of avatars and/or a lot of items, it can take some time. About 2 seconds per 
item per avatar. You can terminate the giving process at any time by selecting the "Stop Giving" button. 
 
NOTE: if you want to be able to give items in the HUD's Contents to a specific avatar, give them a web 
link, offer them a SL Group invitation, subscribe them to your Subscriber Kiosk, or say/shout a message 
in public chat, check out my Avatar Select and Give HUD. 
 
Setup 
==== 
Setting up the Greeting Advisor HUD is a simple process. Just edit the Greeting Advisor Config notecard 
to specify your preferences. The Config notecard includes the parameters listed below. The desired 
parameter value should be entered directly following the equal (=) sign (no spaces). Lines beginning with 
// are just comments and are ignored. Comment lines and blank lines can be deleted if desired. If there 
is nothing after the equal (=) sign, the default value will be used. 
 
MonitoredArea= 
// Specify the desired area to monitor. It can be either PARCEL or REGION 
// Defaults to PARCEL 
 
MonitorRate=30 
// Rate (in seconds) at which the monitored area will be automatically checked for new arrivals and 
departures. 
// Default setting is 30 seconds. Minimum setting is 10 seconds. 
// New avatar arrivals/departures notifications will be shown to HUD owner automatically in private 
chat. 
// Set to 0 to disable arrival/departure notifications. 
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NOTE: In some viewers you can set the color of the arrival/departure messages to be different from the 
other HUD messages. For example, in Firestorm select Preferences, Colors, Chat Color. Arrival/departure 
messages will have the color shown for "Direct". All other HUD messages will have the color shown for 
"Owner". 
 
MaxRange=100 
// Specify range (meters) beyond which avatars will not be detected. 
// Range is limited to specified monitored area. 
// Recommend setting to 100 as avatars farther way will not hear your greetings even if you shout. 
// Leave blank to detect all avatars within the the monitored area. 
 
KeepDelay=120 
// Time delay (seconds) after last area check before departed avatars will be removed from greeted / 
not greeted list. 
// Prevents need to re-greet avatars who leave and return within a short time period. 
// Defaults to 120 seconds if left blank. 
 
Greetings=Hello, Hi, Welcome, Greetings 
// Comma separated list of greeting words or phrases. 
// When any are found in a public chat message sent by host/hostess, the message will be scanned for a 
currently present avatar name. 
// If found, the avatar name will be moved from the "not greeted" to the "greeted" list. 
// Greetings and avatar names are not case sensitive. 
// If no greetings are specified (Greetings=), all owner chat messages will be scanned for names. 
 
IgnoreAvatars= 
// List of avatars (uuid's or legacy names or display names), separated by commas, that will be ignored. 
// Used primarily to ignore staff member or performers who do not need to be greeted. 
// HUD owner is always ignored. 
// Defaults to ignore nobody (except HUD owner) if left blank. 
 
Operation 
======= 
While wearing the HUD, you greet avatars via local chat messages as normal. Include at least one of the 
specified greeting words or phrases and the avatar's name in the chat message. You can use either the 
legacy name or display name. Greetings and names are NOT case sensitive. 
 
New avatars that enter the monitored area and are inside the MaxRange and are not on the 
IgnoreAvatars list, are added to the "Not Greeted" list. When you say a local chat message containing 
any of the specified greeting words or phrases and an avatar's name (e.g. Hello Fred), that avatar is 
moved from the "Not Greeted" to the "Greeted" list. Avatars not currently in the monitored area or are 
beyond the MaxRange are removed from both lists after the delay time specified by KeepDelay.  This 
delay allows avatars you have already greeted to remain on the greeted list when they leave and return 
within the KeepDelay time. if MonitorRate is set to anything other than 0, avatar arrival and departure 
notifications will be sent to the HUD owner in private chat. 
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For legacy names you can use the full name or just the first or last name (e.g. "Fred Allandale" or "Fred" 
or "Mr. Allandale" will match "Fred Allandale"). You do NOT need to add "Resident". Do NOT use quotes.  
Do NOT put a period between names (not fred.allandale). When a legacy name is made up of a first and 
last name, they must be separated by a space.  
 
For display names you can use first, last or any middle name as long as they are separated by a space 
(e.g. "Sarah" or "Jessica" or "Ms. Parker" will match "Sarah Jessica Parker").  
 
You can greet more than one avatar in a single message if you want to ("Hello Fred and Sarah" will mark 
both "Fred Allandale" and "Sarah Jessica Parker" as greeted. You will get a warning message in private 
chat when this happens in case that is not what you intended. 
 
At any time you can select "Show Not Greeted", "Show Greeted", or "Show All" on the HUD to get the 
corresponding list in your private chat.  
 
“Plus” version only: At any time you can select "Give to Not Greeted", "Give to Greeted", or "Give to All" 
on the HUD to give the inventory items you have put in the HUD Contents. 
 
Select the small round power button to restart the HUD and re-read the Config notecard if you 
encounter problems. 
 
Select the "Detach" button to detach the HUD. 
 
Select the "Settings" button to display the current HUD settings read from the config notecard and the 
giveable inventory in the HUD's Contents. 
 
Select the "Help" button to get this help notecard. 
 
Release Notes 
========== 
Version 1.7.1 Plus (09 Oct 2018) 
1. Added HUD buttons to give items from the HUD Contents to only greeted, only not greeted, or all 
avatars. 
2. Added HUD button to STOP Giving items immediately. Giving takes about 2 seconds per item per 
avatar. 
3. Annotates avatar reports with whether avatar is beyond the 'say' range or 'shout' range. 
4. Miscellaneous bug fixes. 
 
Version 1.6.4 (06 Oct 2018) 
1. Added IgnoreAvatars list to Config notecard. Allows HUD to ignore staff members and others who do 
not need to be greeted. 
2. Added KeepDelay time to Config notecard. Keeps departed avatars on the list for specified time to 
avoid need to re-greet when they return. 
3. Prevent greeted / not greeted status from being reset when detached/attached or upon relogging. 
Reset only with reset (power) button. 
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Version 1.6.3 (28 Sep 2018) 
1. Leaving Greetings list on Config nc set to blank (Greetings=) forces all host/hostess chat messages to 
be scanned for names. 
 
Version 1.6.2 (26 Sep 2018( 
1. Added option to get automatic avatar arrival/departure notifications in private chat. 
2. Set MonitorRate=0 to disable automatic notifications. 
 
Version 1.6.1 (25 Sep 2018) 
1. Distance from avatars added to avatar lists and greeted / not greeted reports. 
2. Added MaxRange Config parameter to limit range of avatar monitoring 
 
Version 1.5.3 (25 Sep 2018) 
1. Fixed problem with potential false matches with greeting words/phrases. 
 
Version 1.5.1  (23 Sep 2018) 
1. Eliminated option to specify continuous automatic greeting status reports. Comments indicate this is 
not a useful feature. 
2. Fix bug that missed greetings issued to new arrivals before a "Show" button was used. 
3. Made HUD smaller by removing "Start" and "Stop" button. 
4. Replaced "Reset" button with small power button. Function remains the same. 
 
Version 1.4.2 (22 Sep 2018) 
1. Added capability to specify a list of recognized greeting words or phrases instead of just one. 
2. Made all greeting words/phrases and avatar name comparisons NOT case sensitive. 
3. Exclude HUD owner from greeted and not greeted lists. 
4. Eliminated Config option to specify whether to match legacy name, display name, or either. Will now 
match either name type. 
5. Match first or last legacy name (e.g. will match "Hello Fred" or "Hello Mr. Allandale" with Fred 
Allandale). 
6. Match any name in a multiple part display name (e.g. will match "Hello Jessica" with Sarah Jessica 
Parker). 
7 Will not match part of name (e.g. will NOT match "Hello fred" with Alfred Allandale). 
8. Warn HUD owner if greeting matched more than one avatar. Mark all matched avatars as greeted. 
9. Various bug fixes and chat message format cleanup. 
 
Version 1.3 (9 Sep 2018) 
1. Initial public release. 
 
Summary 
====== 
We hope you find the Greeting Advisor HUD helpful. If you have any questions, comments or 
suggestions, please send them to me via either iM or notecard. Thank you for purchasing the Greeting 
Advisor HUD. 
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==================== 
DISCLAIMER 

==================== 
 
THIS PRODUCT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT 
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE PRODUCT OR THE USE OR 
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE PRODUCT. 
 
 
 
 


